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ABSTRACT
The Armijo Bilingual Bicultural Demonstration Center

has just completed its second year of operation. The program, which

offers bilingual and bicultural instruction in an open classroom for

154 first and secont graders, is funded chiefly through Elementary
Secondary Education Act Title ITI funds. Students are taught reading

skills, mathematical principles, and scientific concepts in Spanish,

the dominant language of the predominantly Mexican-American student
body. Fnglish dominant children, taught in English,receive
instruction 4,n Spanish Language Arts. The use of the open classroom
permits highly individualized or"small group instruction in

homogeneous-or heterogeneous groupings. The program is exemplary for

sveral reasons. Most important is its equP.1 emphasis on instruet1on

in both SpaniSh acid English language and culture. The bilingual

emphasis-eradicates the stigma children from minority groups have

traditionally experienced in American education. -The program has also

achieved the behavioral objectives set forth at its inception as well

as those in tha Spanish Curriculum Development Center materials and

in the progress charts of the Palomares Human Development Series.
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Prefa:e

In efforts at improving the quulity or education and at justifying

expenditures for compensatory education and sal* desegregation, we are

increasingly dependent upori-the data of evaluative research. Yet the(

data from many of these-evaluation efforts conducted over the past twelve

years are confused and inconclusive. The findings from these studies

are sometimes contradictory. The interpretations have ,become the subject

.
or considerable controversy, particularly as the.se findings-and interpretations

appear to contradict some of our cherished assumptions concerning education

and educability. The lack of claritiwith respect to the meaning of these

data and the value of such programs is in part attributable to a variety of

problems in the design and conduct of evaluative research. Among these

problems, inbreasing attentian is being called io the fact that there are.

sparse data concerning the specific nature'of program interventions. These

tend to be reported under labels or brief descriptions which provide little

information relative to the nature and quality of the treatments.to which the

pupils studied are exposed. In an effort at gaining a better understanding

of the content and nature of some of these programs, this project was

directed at describing selected programs thought to be exemplar, of quality,

progress, trends or problems in compensatory education and school desegregation.

Ten compensatory education programs and two school desegregation programs were

selected for detailed description.
(s

The principal proc,,dure's utilized in this study included documentary

N
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analysis, direct observation of programs and interviews with selected

interments. The tasks to be accomplished included ideeti fi.eation-and

selection of projects to be studied, collection of all available data on

each-project'considered, -field study.of promising candidate projects,

preparation of descripfive reports, finaLselection and reporting.

Following is the description of one of these selected programs.

FOr the complete report of this project see document number ED 099 456

in' the EI:71C system.

fi
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.Designed to
4,

144
develop literacy skills and conceptualization in Spanish

and English
build self-confidence -

develop Hispanic curriculum materials
roster strong home-school relationships

Throug4

th

ro*Pe

ry . 4. *

a bilingual,. bicultural prograth of instruction hi which basic
concepts are taught in the dominant tongue, that, uses USOE's
Spanish'Curriculum Development Center series, the Miami .
LingUistic series', and the Palomares Human Development
Series.

open classroom concepts which permit individualized, small group
and large class instruction in either homogeneous or
heterogeneous arrangements

multi-media instruction (including listening stations, overhead
projector; flannel board stories and manipulative flannel
objects; 'Spanish and English films; film-strips, tapes, and records
S.33, Spanish and Englis,h used singly and/ in combination;
manipulative sell-help instructional material for interest
centers; commercial instructional games and audio -visual
self-teaching machines) .
. .

Armijo Bilingual Bicultural project has resulted in,

the achievment of specified academic and behavioral objectives
the creation of;a bilingual, bicultural learning environment
more enthusiastic, involved students
closer parent- sch °ool ties
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SUMMARY

-1-

.5
A

The Armijo Bilingual Bicultural Demonstration Center in

W.:st Las Vegas, New Mexico 1:a,.s just completed its second year

of operation, The program,. ycrhic," offers bilingual and bicultnYal

instru :tion, in an open classroomlor 154 first and second-graders,

is funded chiefly through ESEA=Title III funds. Recent research' on

cognitive learning has demonstrated that a child should be taught

basic concepts in his native language So ,as to-avoid linguistic :and

congnitive contusion and tinis'possible academic ietai-dation. 'Thus

children at Armijo are taught reading skills, mathematical principles,
1

al

and scientific Concepts in Spanish, the dominant language df the

predomir,antly Mexican-American student body. English dominant

children, taught in`English, receive instruction in Spanish Language

Arts. The use of the open classroom perints highly individualized or

Small group instruction in hbmogeneous or heterogeneous groupings.

The program is exemplary for several reasons. Mort important

is its equal emphasis on instruction in both Spanish and English

language and culture. 'Not only are the Spanish-speaking children

taught English; the English-speaking children °learn Spanish as well.

Sudh-bilingual emphasis eradicates the stigma children from minority

groups have traditionally experienced in American education. The

program has also achieved the behavioral objectives set forth at

1,ts inception as well as those in the Spanish Curriculum Development

Center materials and in the progress charts Of the Paloma;es Human

Development Series. Moreover, the children exhibit a high level of

7
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interest and are actively involved in the learning actiVities.
.

Other exemplary characteristics of the Armijo bilingual, bicultural. .

. .

program are : the culturally oriented curriculum; the specifid but

flexible curriculum guidelines; the effectiveness of open'classroorn
..

6.concepts and grouping strategies; the in-service training in open
,

classroom and bilingual instruction techniques; the Spanish language

materials written especially for American Spanish-speakin* children;

the teachers' resourcefulness, `dedication and ability; the supervision

and organiiation of the Project Director; the effectiare utilization

of aides and the inter-stiff c-ooperalion and frequent evaluation of

objectives..' Stiff communication and =operation are aided by close

a.

ethnic and social ties and parental and community involvement. .
Although.the school's limited enrollment, the stair's cultural homogeneity

and the population's stability (neither migrant nor transient)

undoubtedly contribute to the program's effectiveness, Armij0 s concrete
et.

curriculum guidelines, 'behavioral objectives, commercia=l and teacher-
,

developed instructional materials and open Classroom teaching

strategies could be successfully adapted to other bilingual programs.

WHERE. J"

Part of the community of Las Vegas (pop. 17, 900), West Las. Vegas .

is the poorer, older section peopled primarily by Mexican Americans
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w.who have resided there,for generations. The towA iS,in the northern,'
. . . .,
,

rnountaincius region of New Mexico,' 60 mileg. from Santa Fe and
. , . .

14

!
120 miles froin Albuquerque., Lai Vegas is the home of Highlands

r

University (a small state - supported institution with,2400 -student4),

of a statehospitarland a mental retardation facility. While a small

group of white professiorlals areaffiliated with these institutions,
.

.
. , i

,..the vast nia jority of the labor force are Mexican Americans 'employed

cprws.truceion,-education (teachers,- aides,,clerks), hospitals'ansf
4 :704

filling stations. Although housing, is less costly than elsewhere, the

'.modal income is only .$5600.

f.

WHO TfIE STUDENTS

.

2

V-

Because the townof Las Vegas is actually a fusion of the two

earlier communities, East and West Las Vegas, two §chool districts
.

remain, Inaddition to the Armijo Demonstration Center,' West-Las

Vegas has 'a high school, a jUnior high school, a rural combined junior

high-elementary school,. andfour elementary schools. The 204 students'

C1

. 44

who participated in the center prograth in 1972-73 are all first,

Second, an,d third graders. Most students are frorn" low-income homes and

appr.
' ' 4oximately 70% or the children's families are on welfare. They

. . "/ ... .4`.

are bussed from various 10-Cations: Although Spanish is the dnminant

language, most first graders who enter the program are sqmewhaf

bilingual because approximately 90% have had some Headstart 'experience.

rk,
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c.

The'ArMiyo BBC Prbject is staffed by a direttar, clerk,

"*.

media'special,ist,Spani'sh,st)ecialist, Music specialist (2..day3 -a-74
,. i 1 .. 7.,.

half
. . y"

week fbr a ,hour,each day), eight teachers and height teacher aides.
. 0 .

A

The staff are all Mexicn Americans. The studeht- teacher ratio is

one:approximately twelve.to. on. student teachers, who teach ,
. .

. .
for three months are included, the 'ratio of students to adults is eight"

. .. ., . .. .

to one. ' 1. op,.

z

. WHEN

4 -

V

Prio to the initiation of the bilingual, bicultural center in the
. ,

fall of 1970, W;st.Las Vega had severafother g overnment4unded
f

projects, inclUding Headitarti,a Title III pilot project in special
. ... .

- education and a Title I. English as a Second Language project. At
., ' .

present th've is another bilingual project in West Las Vegas funded
... .

.under a Title VII grant and encompassing only first and second
t

grade in the tw.elementary schools. "bnlike Armijo, this project
., .. .,,

o
, i !,

primarily utilizes indigenously - developed materials, a self-contained
.

cla'sd;oom model, and instruction in English in the morning and ,
44.

.
. ft c

, Spanish in the afternoon: On occasion both projects share consultants
.

9

.7f

.and special speakers. The propo'sal for the Armijo Bilingual

Bicultural Demonstration Center was written by Mrs. Mela Leger,
4

the Center's Director; who was formerly coordinator of the Title I

Englidh as a.Second I.,nguage Project (which utilized the,Mia,mi
, 1 0
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Linguistic Series). Assisted by Henry Pasqual of the State Depart-'

center's staff, Mrs. Leger worked Out
!tient of Educati,on,and the

. .the program design.

WHY
ti

J

I
i,The program was instituted to provide Spanish-speaking

children with the opportunity to learn in an environment which
oapitalize'd onthe cultural and linguistic milieu in, which they hadu
been reared. Re4ent eduCational llteratu.i'e is replete with instances
a children who erroneously' have been considered retarded as afl

result of teiting which they could not understand' because of ;.anguage'

and cultural difficulties.

that a chilccshoulcl learn

Studies' in cOknitive,iearning have shown

basic concepts his dominant tongue in'
,- lorder toavoid linguistic and cojgnitive'confuston; such confusion- can

produce frustration and'actuaracademic retardation. _The;objectives
of the program of the Arrnijo Bilingual Bicultural D,emcT.straii3Oh Center

a
r 7.

are directed toward the development of academic corn petente and
self-con Tidence.

WHAT

4

ASeveral of the current program 'olijectivee were 's4 forth in they
'initial proposal; others havebeen added or revised as a 'result of thee.

,
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. _
first year experience and new develdpments:,

.I. Development of literacy) s.kills and concept .development
its iSpansh and'English .

4k 2.. Development of positive self-image through> a plarned
program of instruction, for effecting changes in'th ...'
.affective domain

.

3. Utilization of a multi -media approach

4. Role asa demonstration-center for the immediate area
is the field of bilingual education and the newer concepts
of classroom organization.

5. t. -1Development,of strong home-school relatipnships
4.

, 6. Development of Hispanic curriculum materials
i ( .,,4...

7. 'Individually prescribed d inst*ruction through the staff of the
,.*.-% center as well a voluftker help from parents, New Mexico,

Highlands TJniver ity students, high school andjun.ior
high students N o ,

i ..

8. De4elopment ofsociai studies content in Spianish.the first
. year and the addition*ofotherisubjeAct areas in the

Second and third years (original objective); this had
been revised to include the developMent of all subject

. :natter in both Spanishand English. '

9. A pilot testing Center for USOE's SpanishCuriiculum
Development Center materials. Armijo is one of 20
centers throughOut the United States which tests* and reports
toihe Spanish Curricula Development ,Center of the United
StatesCiffice of Education. a 7-

1

Haw O

The .clasircioms of the Armijo Demonstration Center are brightly

and imaginatively.decorated with bpetin boards and children'i work.

.*

1.4

:.
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PThe building is divided into three maieareasthe cafeteria, which

is ..0.so used for classes, and two wings made up of one largo

classroom each.- The HiOlands University demonstration class

m eetteat the unive rsity all day,
,
returning to Armijo fOr lunch. All

5-

students eat breakfast and lunch at school.- Fo; those who can afford to pay., -
,...
-, . . \ ,

breakfast is $. 05 and lunch is .$. 25. Hot, varied, \utritional, and
4. . \

.

tasty, the meals undoubtedly are' largely responsible 'f\or the -high
\

) - ... ,,

energy level observed in this student population. While the school. .

T:' i,has only limited funds-to aliocate for dental and medical services,
. - %.... ,

; the community, ircludisig local church groups and the Kiw anis,

-contribue, and the school strives to be aware-of,' and meet, medical
,

needs.. For a child who haid to undergo a series of heart ,operations:
- ,

. , .

the 'schbol parents raised two hundred and fifty -dollars through a bake

sale.
4

a

The.Center achieveS its objectives through several interrelated
P

, 3 3

techniqt4es: the use of open-classroom 'concepts; `a bilingual,

bicultur31-pr.Ogram with varied, fl'exiblecurricula and instructional.
materials-, and the employment of various media aids.

The first, second, an& third grades .at Armijo"are divided into

groups of approximately 50 students, and a combination class

II

of-25 first and 25 second graders who spend the day in the labora tory

classroom at 'Highlands University. EaCh, single grade group, and the

combined group, occupies a large classroom area. Each group has

13

5%
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two teachers and two teacher aides who work'closely togethit
47

and share instructional duties.

The classrooms are divided into 8, activity or interest areas.

Children work 41 groups either independently or under the guidance

of a teacher or aide. Under this classroom arrangement, the

children move from one activity center-to'another every 20 minutes.

The children memorize their individual schedules and move on their

own. Students are grouped homogeneously for some activities for

example, a slow math group) and heterogeneously for others (working

in notebooks independently). The children are eager to participate,

absorbed in their' activities, and able to. work independently yet .

couperatiVelk'.

HOW (cont'd) BILINGUAL BICULTURAL CURRICULUM

,.
, The core of the eur:ricllurh" ,c'ontent is the child, his family,

and his world. The children's learning activities in-language arts

. a.nd social studies address such question's as "'Who are we?" "What are

our needs?" and " Wilat are our resources?" To deal with these questions

the teachers utilize the Palomares Human Development Series,

-which focuses on, feelings, interpersonal relationships, self-mastery ,

and realization; the Spanish curriculum materials developed by, the

Office .1:4 Education; the Miami Linguistic Series; and local

teachbr-developed materials which are oriented toward local culture.
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Armijo was chosen as one of twenty bilingual programs

across the country to pilot test instructional materials in Spanish

recently developed. by the Spanish Curriculum Development C,..nter,

part of the Bilingual Education Programs Branch of the_U-.S, Office

of Education (Title VII). The Center was ,e'stablished to provide the

gtowing-number of bilingUal programs with des rately needed

instructional materials which.:eetlect the special needs and interests

of Spanish-background children across the nation.

The materials include Spanish language arts, fine arts,
15a,

science, math, social studies, and''Spanish as a setond language for

non-speakers of Spanish. Field trial centers are being monitored
t,

by two field associates and the administrativ(coordinatoy. The ce:iters

are also being visited by the project manager, the evaluation coordinator,
*ir .47

p

and the evaluation associates. The materials were developed by a

4:>

staff of 28 who represent the eithnic and linguistic groups involved

(primarily Mexican, American, Puerto Ricans and Cubans as well

as native speakers of English) and reflectsgeographic areas i5 which

bilingual programs are distributed (Califvrnfa, New Mexico, New York,

and Florida). Thedevelopz-nent of these materials represents

the only-"comprehensive attempt. to provide a full curricultim in Spanish

Adapted to the needs of such target populations. The curriculum

-sutlines appear to provide sound yet flexible instructional activities,
V4i

. _,,-
-

.

art the Armijo teachers are pleased with them and trely on them. (A ..

detailed description of the center and the materials is included in

Appendix A.) 15 .
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Children learn reading skills, mathematicarprinciples,
P1

and scientific concepts (geometric forrns, measurement, tin' units)
4.1

in their dominant language, Spanish. The handful, of English

dominant students,

faculty, ..acre taught

mostly the children of Highlands University
.

these skills and concepts in English with-
,

supplementary instruction in Spanish language arts. f Spanish dominant

children are taught English as a second l'a.nguage with the Miami

Linguistic Series and the Peabody language developmeint kits. They

have a daily period in a mobile unit reading laboratory in which' they

,learn Spanish language arts. Spanish CurHculum Center materials

are used for language arts instruction fOr both English dominant

and Spanish dominant, children:

Reading skills are taught, through a variety of strategies:

phonetically via sight words and through the language experience,

approach. The teaching staff appears to rely heavily on the 14nguage

experience approach in which children talk about their experiences

and then write them down for other children to read. Ttrib.Armijo

1bulletin boards are covered by cooklets written and decorated by

the children in both languages.
,..

Two sets of materials are used to teach math and science.

,The SRA series is used in English fo. teach computational skills on a

strictly individthalized basis. Small gro.up instruction and the Spanish
0
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t

Curriculum materials are used to teach mathematical and scientific

MULT:-MEDIA LEARNING

The SCDC materials a utilize music and fine arts in the

`bilingual, bicultural rogram. meet this need, the Arm' o center

employs a music specialist and a fine arts instructor, why is a
. ,

student teacher from Highlands. A-music teacher come/ S twice

"k /
weekly for-half:hour sessions. With cassettes of taped songs in

.
-Spanish and English which are included in. the SCDC kits, he works on

perforMat.ce objective's outlined by the SCDC (see APPENDIX X).

During the period,between his visits the teachers sing the songs and

work .on the objectives introduced by the musi4 teacher.
0,

The teachers utilize a variety of media in their instructional

patterns. These include flash cards with translation, spelling.

and arithmetic exercises Which are laminated so that they can be

reused. Filmstrips in which both languages are used are incorporated

into the languige experience exercises. A self-teaching audio). visual

machine 'ison-loan from the district.
1,4

STAFF

' The staff of the A.rmijo Bilingual Bicultural Demonsttation
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Center includes a director; clerk; media, Spanish and music

specialists; eight teacher's; and eight teacher aides.. The teaching

staff, -all bilingual Mexican Amencla.ns, was chosen by the

project director from other schools. While they felt the changeover

to an open classroom difficult at first, they are enthusiastic,
.

resourceful and extremely pleased with the children's high.level

1

of engagement.

//

,
Lnservice training in bilingual education and in the technique

. ,
_

of open class/fowl-1s provided for both teacher's and aides. The entire

staff, including the pioject director, attends one night class weekly.

Although'the aides and teachers-attend different sessions, th4 cour:;e

substance,is very similar. During the first year of its operation ,

Armijo used consultants for inservice training. The consultants

came from ESL, Southwestern Council Education Laboratory and the

University of New,Mexico; Palomares, the author of the Palomares

jiuman Devlopment Series, did,the most extensive consulting and

training with his rhaterials. During 1971-1972, inservite training

was provided by the ,.Highlands University Department in Bilingual

Education. Consultants also came from the Spanish Curriculum
,.

Development Center to observe the use of their materials. A Title Tn

Teadher Training Center in bilingual education for the state was
111,

initiated at Arinijo in 1972-1973..

Teachers and aides work closely together. All of the aides

arestudy,ing to become teachers. Very professional teamwork.

characterizes this relationship and probably is responsible for the



high morale among, aides. The teachers' share instrpctional.duties

with the aidei and also consult them to a lesser degree in planning.

Unfortunately the teachers do nct have any time during the day

fqr planning. The director of the program is largely responsible for

keeping the program on target. . .

WHO (Cont'd) PARENTS

Although parents have helped with special schOol events, plays,

festivals, and the construction of. shelves and playground equipment,
;'

their impact has been restricted to such assistance: In the past,

they.have not participated in Actual policy and curriculum making decisions.

However, the school puts out verrfrequent memos that inform parents

of school events,, speCial visits by .outsiders, speakers and-topics..

These have been very effective in motivating parents to learn more
4

about what they can contribute toward their children's education.
O

At a PTA meeting, several parents canvassed expressed some

uneasiness about the seeming lack of structure and authority in the

opei classroom. They admitted that this hesitancy could be a

cultural bias and expressed,pleasure that their children, much preferred

school under this system. The project director appears to have

detected this parental apprehension and. has scheduled university
, a . .

persons and other speakers to review educational ideas at PTA meetings.

IR,

19
IV'
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The Board of Education members for the West Las Vegas

school district are mostly Mexican American and the Superintendent,

Ray Leger, is the husband of the Center's director. - Because it is

a-sm,1.1 town, there .seems to be a close network of communication
.$

among the board members and among the school.staff. However,.
the demonstration center has received_ surprisingly little coverage in

the local paper.

HOW (cont'd) COSTS

11.

Title M of ESEA provides 95 percent of the funds for the Armijo
4 A,

project, t.nd-the state, the remaining 5 percent. In addition; the

-project utilizes audio-visual-equipment which the school-district-and

Vighlands University have purchased"with Title I fUnds-.-____

The estimated total colt of the project for the first three years is

$300,0,90. Budget for 1970-71 was $65,000; for 1971772, $80,000; and

for 1972-73, it is estimated to run $88, 000. The cost per project pupil

is approximately $600 per year (as opposed to a per pupil cost in the
/4.

West Las Vegas amblic schools of $365 per year): If the Krriiijo

tt Demonstration Center Mainta.ins preseni standards of performance,
...

,. -New Mexico will likely assume of the project at the expiration

of the federal allocation.
4'
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WHATicont'd) EVALUATION

Q

To evaluate the effectiveness of the Firograrn in prompting the

academic and psychological, growth of the pupils, a series of objectives
o

Were set forth and progress Med-sured al the end of the 1970-:71

school year. As can be seen from the attached evaluation (AppenEx B),

while many of the objectives were achieved, not all were achieved

to the level anticipated at the 'program's inception. However, a start
i.

has been made and the trends appear to be continuing.

EFFECTIVENESS ,

pt

This project prOceeds frclifil the assumpti
Ion.that effective learning

in a, bilingual community not only, requires that the education91.program

be biculturaras well as bilingual, but' that bilingual competence should

be, the, goal common to all who 13articipate in the program. Thus,' the

principal features of this project in West Las Vegas, New Mexico involve

formal and informal language instruction in Spanish for Engt(sh,-dominant

+Nclaildren; in addition, a hevy representation of elements'from both

.:, cultu s are incorporated in the total ^sChOol program. This concept is,.
.

,
0

opraksewort . However,, it is a very. - difficult tcult concept to implMent. Implicit,.
c. . t \

to this program i the conern'with equal respect for both languages

and cultures. Yet, bec use-it exists in a larger, English- dominant

the extent to which,sueh pa ty is achieved is highly questionable.
1



This extends from the 'difficulty of finding:teachers Who are not

o:aty able to use both languages effectively, but who have parity of
A

statue, to the problem of community support for the development

of fa.mility in-Spanish for English-speaking children. One of the implicit,

. .o*objectives of the program is to enhance self-concept in Spanish
.

speaking as well-/ as English speaking children, yet it is hard to avoid
.7

the premium Which attaches to mastery of'English and difficultto

provide continuous reinforcementof Spanish for children who return to

-
. vEnglishspeaking homes. However, 'given the low percentage of Anglos,

, .
. , .

in this program, the rewards in the natural setting for mastery of

Spanish may be greater.

In addition' td.this set of problerns,4 this model places heavy

responsibility.on the teacher for bilingual
A

.

work that many may regard as excessive.

competence and a burden of

The task of developing and
9,

Kr &

g. ,, , ) i

Organizing materials in two languages and olcontinuing concern fort,
. ,

ensuring that neither the language usage nor the processes of thstruction

demean the lower status language involves considerably more work than

does t eaching in a single language.
AI

Since theprojecI correctly perceive's perional-social development

(self-concept, elf-confidence, self-realization) as goals pi the program,
,

as Well as facilitators of language competence, a significant auxiliary.,
element involves the use of the Palomaies Human Development_. Series.



It is ti-,rough

experieraes

this work That teachers provide

in personal-social development

a

complementary learning:4!
q

e

The comtined efforts

revresent a major undertaking!..ionetbeles,- they appear to be

implomentedmith a high,degree cf effectiveness. The exemplary'qualities,
.

of th:-1 program are reflected in its apecificity of guidelines, clarity

of objectives, appropriateness of materials, fleXible organization of --

.instruction, in-service training of teachers and aides,
4,

involvement and enthusiastic dedication of its teachers.

and parental

The effective

integration of these varied elements into a single program would

represent a major achievement in any school 'district. The fact that .it

has been substantially achieved in a small community like West Las

Vegas rr..3.y be due to factors idiosyncratic to ttis community, But,

the concepts R.nd spirit reflected in this program are worthy of

consideration by schools struggling_wiih the 'problems of education for

bilinpalzopulations.

V.

\
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. APPENDIX A

SPANISH CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTER

n

T he Center is still in tilt process of producing, field testing,

and revising 48 muitOtsciplinary multimedia Spaiiish curricula kits,

'16 of which will, be for first grades 16-for secorid grade, and 16 for

third grade., . Each kit will be designed as. a two-week unit, and will
-

contain materiali for teachers and materials for Pupils conducive'

to the development of s,ix strands in Spanish: a) Spanish language

arts vernacular, (2) social science, (3) fine 'arts, (4).science, (5)

mathematics, and (6) Spanish as a second language. The materials ;

far each strand will be so designed that they may be used independently

or in combition with the materials for other strands in thekit.
.

The Spanish language arts vernacular strand in eac h icit will

extend.the.language that the Spanish-dominant children bring fr9in

their homes through atructUred and unstructured 'oral language

experiences designed tc develop Standard Spanish, at the same time

recognizing and developing respect for regional dialects. It will also
. ,

provide strueured and unstructured reading experiences designed

to systematically develop (1) Spanish decoding skills, (2) akills

prerequisite to effective use of reading injhe content areas, arld,(3)

habits and tastes in the reading,of Spanish literary-ype materials.

The social science strand in each kit will be designed to help

the learners discover basic generalizations of die-social sciences

24 tr
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on an elementary level and familiarize the learners wit} the
!- °

process of inquiry so they" may independently discpver and order

the rapidly changing world around them. If will give Major iiiportance

to the diversity of socioi,economi.... and cultural make4up of the target
..

groups for which meant, and it will provide for such differences,

,at the local level. The content will be organized around high level
.K.

abstractions, ,sach as change, iiiterdv?endence, and differences.
..

q

These abstractions will serve as matv. threads throughout the strand,
. %.,

4 \ .. . tt 1 ,

connectingimportint generalizations taken from the social sciences,

such as " individuati belong to many groups and therefo.re occupy
, .

, .
.. . ..

several different statuses ". Specific facts-will be selected to
4.

4

. ,

develop these main I clideas. Concepts will be'esigned to be revisited,
systematically, resulting in a spiral of cbncept development. To aid

t

the pupils in arriving at the social science coricegts,Athe social science
i 0. ./

etrand'will utilize teaching strategies designed to help them organize

large bodies of data and analyze similarities and differences or case
.

effect relationships. Also utilized will be strategies to e'xplore the

The fine`arts strand will fOcus on music and art. The music

portion will be so designed as to reflect a broad experience in a wide

range of musical traditions from the Spariish-,speaking

The science strand in each kit will be organized around the basic

process oft obsiiving,usinglime/space relatiohships, clas sifying,

using numbers, measuring, ommunica.ting, predicting, and inferrin.

'25
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OBJECTIVES -- SECOND GRADE
0 .*A

1. Sixty fiv'e per6ent of the
students will read All
Systems-Go, last book of -
the Miami Linguistic Series.

: and perfoim 90% .of the
reading and study skills
required for that articular
book.

2. FiftY percent'of the students.
will Write creativelyIshort .
paragraphs in both languages
based on their experiences,
or on the reading selections
they have read.

3. .MATHEMATICS
Seventy-five percent of ,f.

students will be able to db
,mathematical computations

,- using two and three digit
'problems. .

.

Fift percent of the ,students
will demonstr?te ability to
figure out mathematical
process when given foUr
story,problems.

S.

5. SELF - CONCEPT
Development Of posltive
self-1mage through a plan-
ed program of instruction
for effecting changes ih the

'affective:domain. .
.

4

r

a.

PROGRESS IN. REACHING
OBJECTIVES 1,

I .4

, 1

50% ')of the second year ftudents
are at the midptit in th, reading

.

selections of the iarni '5.. ies so
is presumed they will complete

the final book and, perform, a'itudy
skills as 'required in that bock.

.26. .

IV

1

.
*1

4'
1

50% of second year students are
currently writing creatiye stories .
in gftglish and Spanishbased on
learned vocabulary and structures,

whiledrawing on their experiential
. background:

b

50% of the students are able to dd
two andIhree digit oinplitaticus..

0%, of the students can figure out
the 'mathematicaLprocess when ,
given four story problems.

"3

95%' of tip -student's are ins ing
satisfactory progress in th affective
sdomath as Measured 'by the umarn
DeYelopment %Rating. Scales ept
oft each child.,

4
F.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLES OF 1971-72 OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES - -FIRST GRADE

0

I Seventy percent of students
will demonstrate command
of phonology of both,lariguages
by approximating speech of
native speakers of the
language as measured by
sound mimicry tests and tape
recordings of students.

2. S-erity-five percent Of the
students will write simple
sentences using words from
their reading vocabulary
in.both languages.

3. SOCIAL STUDIES .

,Seventy-five percent of the
student's will be able to
identify and summarize
"rn of o the human needs
and the importance of
havin4 human iesourses.

4. MATHEMATICS
Eighty 'percent of the
children will demonstrate
Understanding of sets .

by using that concept in

"a

5. Seventy percent of the
skaidents be able to

rdescribe the vocabulary
of modern mathematics

I -

PROGRESS IN AFACHIli".;
- OBJECTIVES .

taped dialogue at the beginning
of schOol and one at this time
indicates that 90% of the stu-
dents speak well in both languages,
approximating the speech of .

the native speaker of the
languages.

.'27

75% of the children can write
simple sentences utilizing
vocabulary from reading series,
employing manuscript orthography
in English and cursive Orthography
in Spanish athe midway pint in
tlfe school year.

.11.75% of first and second year
students Olin- express orally his
rdi4fin- the claltroo'm and in the

4

family,- his' wants and needs in
the classrci.orn and ih the family
and,V.srsources in the classroom
an1:1 t family.

80% of the children demonstrate
basic operations of addition-and
sUbtraction using sets having from
1 to 10 elements.

70%-iof the students can name and
describe Properties and geometric
figures in both English and Spanish.
They can demonstrate their knowledge



Skills for successful completion of each prose lli willbe developed

and revisited it increasing depth. For example, skills iiheront in
T.

the process of classifying are those Of identifying, naming, anti

ordering. These skills will be revisited several times in various

activities before an actual classification activity tales plaCe. The

program will utilize these basic processes when dealing with content

material. from mathematics and social science as well as science, and,

will utilize the teaching strategies indicated'in the social science

strand above.
L"

The mathematics strand will develop concepts typified by "modern

math" programs as a whole; including such topics as sets, simple

geometry, the number line, measuring, addition and subtraction,-

and simple chart construction.

Ths Spanish-as-a-second-language strand will provide English-

dominant children structured and unstructured oral language

.experiences designed to develop oral Spanish, and will phase the-

English-dominant children into Spanish reading once jhe basic decoding

skills have been mastered in English. The -linguistic target features

of this strand will be identified through contrastive analysis, but the

sequencing of target features will be strongly influenced by the

"zeouencing of the content from the subject matter areas.
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OBJECTIVES - -FIRST GRADE PROGRESS IN REACHING
(cont!d) OBJECTIVES (cont'd)

I 1'
such as sets, subsets, of sets and sub-sets by the cognitive
geometric figures in both and psychomotor performance of
languages. addition and subtraction of elements

up to ten. .

29
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